Orb Colors and Possible Meanings
Clear Orbs
Clear orbs may be a sign that an entity is trying to communicate with you.
The spirit may be trying to let the living know that some kind of significant
event happened in that location, and that the spirit wants help to move on.
White or Silver Orbs
Spiritually, white or silver is associated with spirituality and connection
with a higher source. Some investigators believe orbs that are either white or
silver in appearance are an indication that a spirit is trapped on this plane. It
may also be a sign that the spirit is there to offer protection to the people in
the area. White energy is typically perceived as highly positive in nature.
Black or Brown Orbs
Spiritually, many feel that black or brown colors are associated with lower
spiritual vibrations or heavy energy. Some people interpret this as evil. When
black or brown orbs appear, some investigators interpret them as a sign the
area may be unsafe or negative in nature. Examine such a place with caution,
and if you feel uncomfortable or unsafe, leave.
Red or Orange Orbs
From a spiritual perspective, red and orange colors are associated with
safety and security, as well as a sense of belonging. Some paranormal
investigators believe that a red or orange orb is a sign that an entity has
assumed the role of a protector. This could be someone who was charged in
life to keep watch or be a caretaker.
Green Orbs
In spiritual practice, green is associated with the heart. It is also associated
with nature. Green orbs are sometimes thought to be an indication of the
presence of a human spirit, as opposed to one that was never on Earth in
human form. Likewise, green orbs may represent love or oneness with nature.
Blue Orbs
Blue is spiritually associated with psychic energy and truth. It is a very
calming color, and many people associate it with spiritual guidance. Some
people feel blue orbs are are sign of a calming presence or energy, while
others feel they indicate the presence of a spirit guide in that location.
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